
High quality images of paintings,

sculpture, ceramics, drawings,

mixed-media/collage, makeup art,

photography, graphic illustration

Videos of choreography, dramatic

performance, poetry readings, or

animation (3 minutes or less)

Writing such as an essay, fictional

story, or poetry (1000 words or less)

Which mediums of original
artwork will we accept? 

 

Will my art be published by
Shaver's Creek?
Shaver’s Creek Environmental Center

will publish selected submissions to

our blog hopefortheearth.tumblr.com

on a rolling basis. You can expect your

art to be potentially shared on our blog

within the week after you submit this

form. 

Shaver’s Creek Environmental Center

staff members and interns reserve the

right to reject submissions that are

inappropriate for our audience.

 

 

Other questions? Contact
Meryl at mfh5650@psu.edu
or Alison at akk158@psu.edu.
 
 
 

Thank you for considering submitting your artwork to Shaver’s Creek

Environmental Center for our Hope for the Earth collection! In celebration of the

50th Earth Day and the impact this event has had on the environmentalism

movement, we have been inspired by how Earth Day has created hope for a more

sustainable future. Especially in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, people all over

the world have been finding hope and inspiration in walks outside. Our goal for

this collection is to provide space for everyone to creatively reflect on the

connections that people have with each other and the natural world.

Hope for the Earth

FAQ

ART

COLLECTION

ABOUT THE COLLECTION

HONOR
How do you connect with other
people and the earth? How can
you inspire and work together
with your local, national, or global
communities for the earth?
 
 
#connection 
#community
#humanity
#respect
#kindness

OBSERVE
What is changing about how you
connect to others and the natural
world in the face of COVID-19? OR
Which change or transformation
in nature inspires you and why?
 
#interactingwithnature
#newhobbies
#hope
#isolation
#essential
 

PROTECT
What do you love about the
earth? What on the earth is
worth protecting? OR Which
environmental issues do you
stand up for and why?
 
 
#conservation
#activism
#preservation
#natureappreciation
#noplanetb
 

ENVISION
What do you hope for humans
and the earth? Imagine a future
that works for everyone (all of
nature) -- what do you think it
would look like?
 
 
#environmentaljustice
#workingtogether
#future
#humanecology
#growth

We are accepting art submissions around the four themes listed below:

http://hopefortheearth.tumblr.com/

